Graduate Research Symposium, 2011

Schedule
Room Numbers N202 & N203

8:45-9:00 Welcome & Introduction
Jos Elkink (N203)
John Geary (N202)

9:00-11:00 Health & Governance (N203)
Organisation, Culture & Attachment (N202)

11:00-11:30 Coffee*

11:30-1:00 Probity & Leadership (N203)
Assets & Risk (N202)

1:00-2:00 Lunch*

2:00-3:30 Rights & Equality (N203)
Data & Analysis (N202)

3:30-4:00 Coffee*

4:00-5:00 Education & Productivity (N203)
Innovation & Enterprise (N202)

* Coffee Dock Restaurant
### Health & Governance
9:00-11:00 Room N203

**CHAIR: Dr Niamh Hardiman**

- **Aurelia Ciblis**: Cognitive behavioural therapy for obesity
- **Christine O’Farrell**: Care structures, care & children’s wellbeing
- **Mark McGovern**: Social networks & mental health: Evidence from SHARE
- **Ailish O’Brien**: Clinical governance in hospitals
- **Maureen Flynn**: Review of international models for clinical governance
- **Phillomena Halligan**: An investigation of the relationship between transformation leadership behaviour, professional practice environment and ethnicity in an Irish healthcare context

### Probity & Leadership
11:30-1:00 Room N203

**CHAIR: Professor Niamh Brennan**

- **Margaret Cullen**: Towards a theory of the role and effectiveness of boards of directors in investment fund governance
- **Maeve O’Connell**: The role of whistle blowing in corporate governance
- **Collette Kirwan**: Role of non-executive directors on boards of private family firms
- **Susie Donnelly**: Transformations in the religious field: The emergence & reporting of clerical sex scandals in the Irish media

### Rights & Equality
2:00-3:30 Room N203

**CHAIR: Dr Graham Finlay**

- **Danilo Chaib**: Karl Marx & orchestras without a conductor: A step further to equality
- **Niamh McCrea**: Philanthropic foundations in the migrants’ rights sector in Ireland
- **Mags Crean**: Affective inequality & the politics of rationality
- **Darragh Golden**: Labour migration & trade union postures in Ireland and Italy

### Education & Productivity
4:00-5:00 Room N203

**CHAIR: Professor Ciaran O’hogartaigh**

- **Sheila Malone (University of Nottingham)**: The Role of Emotion in Consumers’ Ethical Decision-Making; a Tourism Context
- **Luciana Lolich**: Educating for the Smart economy
- **Olga Ryazonova**: Research productivity in academics: The antecedents of success in scholarly publishing

### Organisation, Culture & Attachment
9:00-11:00 Room N202

**CHAIR: Dr. Maeve Houlihan**

- **Christine Dowling**: People and/or planet: Cultural characteristics of organisations with different supply chain sustainability practices
- **Yan Zhang**: Institution embeddedness and Chinese returnee’s well-being
- **Robert Aguzzoli**: An ‘emerging’ challenge: A Brazilian MNC’s employment practices in Canada
- **Pauline Phelan**: Role and effects of restructured HR functions in the pursuit of ‘leading-edge’ HR strategies which seek to achieve ‘employee engagement’
- **Sen Xu**: Benevolent leadership and followers’ outcomes: An attachment theoretical perspective

### Assets & Risk
11:30-1:00 Room N202

**CHAIR: To Be Decided**

- **Deven Bathia**: An examination of investor sentiment effect on G7 stock market returns
- **Mikael Bunicich**: Defined benefit pension schemes: The effect of demographic risk on asset allocation
- **Patrick Shallow**: An empirical analysis of credit risk in installment lending
- **Patrick O’Sullivan**: Universal Portfolios

### Data & Analysis
2:00-3:30 Room N202

**CHAIR: Professor David Madden**

- **Robert Gillanders**: The effects of foreign aid
- **Alan Fernihough**: Malthusian dynamics in a diverging Europe: Northern Italy 1650-1881
- **Wei Cui**: Ultra high-frequency financial data: Analysing NYSE Euronext TAQ data
- **Resa Hassanzadeh**: GIS, SDI & disaster management

### Innovation & Enterprise
4:00-5:00 Room N202

**CHAIR: Dr Peter McNamara**

- **Pieran Su**: Innovation strategy and conversion efficiency in R&D: Non-linear and moderating impacts of project failure
- **Antonio Vico**: Past experience and new product development performance
- **Kate Cullen**: Impression management and expertise